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Abstract

Hotei Energy B.V. (“HE”), is the first offshore & outsourcing energy services
company, their operating and investment capital is created from the global crypto
market, thanks to the participation of small and big investors in the digital market,
which they looking for create periodic earnings from legal and real activities. This
company is focused on provide services of excellence and quality for the energy
sector, initially focused for the oil & gas sector with a open view to providing
solutions and services for the development, sustenance and maintenance of
clean and renewable energies around the world, using blockchain technology,
artificial intelligence, standards, certificates and international norms to position
the brand among the firstable world service companies and thus monitor
operations globally in real time. HE offers its users the possibility of enjoying
rewards generated by the company, through the purchase of company
participation tokens through the acquisition of a private token called (“HE”), from
which, they are made the calculations for the payment of dividends from the
monthly billing earnings accrued by the company for the services offered around
the world. There is a finite number of HE tokens, the volume of investor
participation being limited; HE purchase process is done via ETH, BTC and USDT
exclusively after passing user data verification (KYC). Participation tokens can be
sold after the established periods, once the participant so manifests, thus
withdrawing the initial value invested and dividends generated during the
notification period.
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INTRODUCTION
Hotei Energy B.V. is the first offshore services & outsourcing company in the world
that conceives its investment and operating capital based on cryptocurrencies, it
comes to provide for our investors a safe, bold and innovative tool that it will provide
them lucrative returns from a real and stable business like as the energy business
is, it has positioned itself as a reference in the sector, due to the fact that our work
force has high expertise and highly qualified to carry out operational monitoring
around the world, using blockchain technology, artificial intelligence, standards
(WITSML), certificates and regulations that allow us adapt for highest quality
requirements that our customers demand today and that our competition has.
MISSION
To be the first leading company offering energy services, providing comprehensive
solutions and services, using high technology and latest quality standards to be at
the forefront of all challenges, selecting the best human talent that allows us through
of their skills and abilities exceed all the expectations of our clients, in order to
provide a stable and profitable return on capital to our investors.
VISION
Being a edge company in technology in providing solutions and services and using
scientific research and professional development of our human talent, in such a way
that allows us to provide an excellent service to our clients; provide to our investors
returns generated from global billing, through the solid and sustainable growth of
our brand, which allows us to be the best and largest energy advisory and services
company in the world.
VALUES
We follow a strict ethical line, which exalts the most authentic principles of sincerity,
commitment, security, transparency and love for our vocation extolling the values
that are detailed below:
•

Responsibility: high degree of commitment of our work team towards the
organization, our investors and clients. Strict compliance with all our
commitments and duties.

•

Immediacy: time is our main asset, for this reason we value solutions that
can help our clients and investors to have efficient and effective results
instantly, using state-of-the-art technology.

•

Honesty: in everything to love, serve, speak, seek and do the truth.
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•

Respect: we understand, accept and consider all differents points of view,
we work together to transform inconveniences into opportunities.

•

Transparency: all our processes are based on the highest standards of
security and quality standardization, in order to offer information on our
operation and performance, in a fully auditable way in all our processes in
order to provide confidence to our human talent, clients and investors.

•

Integrity: we follow a strict line of action and shared responsibility between
what we say, what we think and what we do.

TROUBLE
The crypto world has so far been fertile ground for scams around the world, due to
the general ignorance of users on many matters inherent to cryptocurrencies, many
websites offers high returns in short time through web portals services of few
reliability and transparency through, without any face or person in charge, reaching
that many Internet users have managed to qualify cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin
as scams, without knowing how to find differences between unscrupulous initiatives
and legitimate projects.
The most common elements that tend to be found in these unscrupulous initiatives
are, excessive publicity, vaguely described projects, exaggerated returns in a short
time, anonymous administrators, mining of crypto assets in the cloud, fictitious
smart contracts, fake exchange platforms, pyramid schemes of referrals, phishing,
among others.
SOLUTIONS
Hotei Energy B.V. understands the high potential of the global crypto market, and
uses it as an impulse to offer solutions, employment, services and real returns to
our investors from a real business, based on the offer towards the most lucrative
industry in this world, energy industry, based on the following premises:
•

Visible faces: we are real people with more than 10 years of experience and
extensive professional and academic background in different areas.

•

International legal framework: we offer real contracts based on international
law.

•

Legal funds: we will provide to our subscribers a agreement detailing the
regulatory framework and the spectrum of action of their investment. We
make up our capital, coming from people who do not have legal antecedents
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local and internationally, we totally dissociate ourselves from illegal activities
(scams, terrorism, corruption, drug trafficking and money laundering),
regularly we will publish to the authorities our account statements and origin
of funds, in order to communicate security, legality and transparency of our
capital.
•

Organization: we have a solid organization structure, regulation of all our
processes, based on international norms and standards.

•

No referrals / No pyramid scheme: we do not promote any type of scam or
misleading offers through our official channels, we offer assistance and
advice for anyone who requests us to perform a risk analysis based on their
investment.

•

Total and voluntary exit shareholding: we offer our users the possibility of
withdrawing their capital whenever they want, after the established periods
have elapsed.

•

Blockchain, WITSML: we promote the integration between Blockchain
technologies and the WITSML standard to have a global spectrum of our
services and performance over the world.

•

Contacts: We have a wide network of professional contacts in the energy
market around the world.

•

Presence and operability: Hotei Energy B.V. is spread around the world and
it has offices where each user can validate and attest that we are a real
company of global scale.

•

References: you can locate our managerial and technical staff through official
channels and social networks, in order to consult them about us and what
we do.

•

Values: we follow a strict ethical line, which exalts the most authentic
principles of sincerity, commitment, security, transparency and love for our
vocation of service, which is energy development.

•

Communication: we will be in constant communication with our clients
through the different digital platforms and official accounts of the company to
clarify and solve any doubt or incident that may arise during the process.
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•

Commitment: we have the strongest conviction that we will be able to exceed
the initially goals set because the energy business is the best business in the
world particularly the oil, the business of this raw material is in services.

•

Service vocation: we love our profession and what we do, we are very good
at it; we want to serve as a bridge to offer the world the benefits of a real
business by which we believe a better world is possible.

•

Real profits: Hotei Energy B.V. offers to their investors the possibility of
accruing real and legal profits from the billing of services offered around the
world.

WHO ARE WE?
NAME

LAST NAME

JOB POSITION

STRUCTURE

REGION

MANUEL

ORELLANA

PRESIDENT & CEO

DIRECTORY BOARD

GLOBAL

CARLOS

ORELLANA

VP & CHIEF PRODUCT OFFICER

DIRECTORY BOARD

GLOBAL

NOMIS

CARREÑO

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

DIRECTORY BOARD

GLOBAL

DANNY

RINCON

CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER

DIRECTORY BOARD

GLOBAL

MARIA

MUÑOZ

REGIONAL MANAGER

REGIONAL

NORTH AMERICA

PEDRO

MORENO

REGIONAL MANAGER

REGIONAL

LATIN AMERICA

YENNYFER

BARRETO

REGIONAL MANAGER

REGIONAL

EUROPE

AYMARA

GOMEZ

REGIONAL MANAGER

REGIONAL

ASIA & MIDDLE EAST

HECTOR

FIGUEROA

REGIONAL MANAGER

REGIONAL

OCEANIA

LUIS

ORELLANA

QUALITY & ORG. MANAGER

STAFF

GLOBAL

JOSE

DELGADILLO

TECH. SPECIALIST

STAFF

GLOBAL

WHERE ARE WE?
The company is based in Rokin 1012 AB, Amsterdam, Netherlands.
OFFERED SERVICES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eco-meters.
Drilling, milling and calibration bits
Tools for BHA
Directional drilling / geosteering.
Completion sensors
Drilling and completion pipes.
HotOil trucks.
Wireline equipment.
Coiled tubing equipment.
Drilling equipment.
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•
•
•

Workover equipment
Reservoir studies
Monitoring and optimization of production behavior of wells and fields.

¿WHY Hotei Energy B.V.?
Investing in a world-scale energy services company requires having a strong
economic capital and carrying out cumbersome procedures in banking entities that
greatly limit the access for must people for this market and for which no further
return is obtained than the variation in the value of the company's commodity.
A large part of digital investments in crypto assets lend themselves to scams, fraud
and capital losses over time, because most internet portals and digital businesses
do not have representation, do not have a legal framework or security directives In
their plattform, they speculate and do not generate any real assets or service,
therefore their actors use this ignorance to offer misleading offers and get hold of
other people's capital, thus damaging the patrimony of users.
Hotei Energy B.V. is conceived to receive a limited volume of small, medium and
large investors in the digital market to form their investment capital, where those
who want to generate real profits, they will be able to achieve it through the montly
billing services that the company offers to the energy industry around the world,
their participants will have the possibility of accruing real and stable profits as long
as they have a stake in the company and wish to retain this privilege.
Hotei Energy B.V. is a leading and avant-garde company in the energy market that
comes to compete with service companies on a global scale, has solid foundations
in its different locations around the world, which allows it to establish itself as a
solution in the energy market and to be a reference in the sector, giving all interested
people the possibility of participating and being part of its work force for the
collaborative achievement of economic and labor growth that the world requires
today.
PRE-SALE Hotei Energy B.V.
The presale contemplates the public settlement of a private token of participation
called (HES), non-mineable and with a finite volume of ten million tokens
(10,000,000 HES), each HES during the presale will have the value of one US dollar
(1 USD), it would go into public offering through the official page of Hotei Energy
B.V., it can be purchased through USDT, ETH and BTC exclusively.

CRYPTOCURRENCIES TO USE
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•
•
•

USDT
ETH
BTC

Recommended purchase interval: USD 25 – 1,000.00
Recommended purchase interval: USD 50 – 9,999.99
Recommended purchase interval: USD 100 – 9,999.99

PRE-SALE PROCESS
The pre-sale is carried out through Hotei Energy B.V. official website, for this, users
must fill the application form, complete their personal information, pass KYC
verification, then accept the affidavits. You will then enter the payment gateway,
select the amount of your investment, confirm it and the system will automatically
generate an investment receipt and your affiliation contract. During this process in
the dashboard of your session you will observe the advance of the capital raised at
moment vs the target capital.
PRE-SALE ENDS
The HE pre-sale will close automatically upon reaching the target operating capital.
During the process, users will be notified about the progress of the internal stages
of the company.
WHO CAN INVEST US?
Any person over 18 years old, who has a legible, valid and current identity
document, who approves the KYC process and who additionally complies with the
following premises:
•
•
•
•
•

Have no legal record in your country of origin or in any other country. (Online
affidavit).
Not be a politically exposed person. (Online affidavit).
Do not have liens, or mortgages. (Online affidavit).
Origin of your investment funds from legal activities (Online sworn
statement).
Public service invoice, account statement of your TDC of at least 3 months
of validity where your name and address are clearly observed.

PARTICIPATION LIMITS
Those interested may acquire participation shares from a minimum of 25 HES and
a maximum of 9,999.99 HES, those interested in investing more capital than
described, must complete a special form, which will be carefully reviewed by our
anti-fraud commission, according to the origin of the funds and in accordance with
regional and international laws and regulations against terrorism, drug trafficking,
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fraud and money laundering, all within the framework of banking regularization and
international treaties.
BENEFITS
Possessing a certain amount of HE will make you a creditor of dividends and
monthly returns generated by billing and / or provision of Hotei Energy B.V..
After honoring the regular commitments for taxes, monthly salary of workers,
maintenance and investment, the excess dividends established as community will
be paid in full to the holders of participation tokens.
Taking into account the level of participation of each user, the corresponding
amount will be settled periodically and regularly through USDT or BTC in your user
account, said balance may be withdrawn at your discretion immediately once it is
available in your account, without limits or restrictions.
Example of equity capital
(USD)
$25,00
$100,00
$1.000,00
$10.000,00
$100.000,00

% receive in
distribution of profits
0,00025%
0,001%
0,01%
0,1%
1%

PARTICIPATION PERIODS
The Investors participation in the company will not have a time limit and will not
expire, as long as the user has HE in his account balance; You may sell all or part
of your participation capital, once the period of one year has elapsed from the date
on which the company begins operations.
PARTICIPATION WITHDRAWAL
Once the withdrawal intention is received, the company will have a period of up to
one year to settle the amount of the investment received by the user.
Once the withdrawal is requested, during the liquidation period, you will not receive
income from participation, only the month in progress or immediately following the
date of notification of your cessation of participation will be considered for this
purpose.

OPERATIONS
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Hotei Energy B.V. is a leading company at the global technological forefront of
services and energy solutions, its operating mechanism is based on blockchain,
which includes the monitoring of contracts and payments, additionally it raises the
standardization and visualization of data in real time, using the WITSML standard
operates following the IADC safety standards and additionally has certification of
tools, materials and equipment used for its operations.
COMUNICATION CHANNELS
www.hoteienergy.com
contact@hoteienergy.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/hotei-energy-services/
PROTOCOLS, NORMS & STANDARDS
WITSML
IADC - WELLCONTROL
BLOCKCHAIN
ISO 29001
GLOBAL QUALITY STANDARD
GLOBAL SAFETY STANDARD
Global standard of customer satisfaction.
APPROVED PROCESSES.
PROJECT STAGES
STAGE 1: Public offering, dissemination and formation of investment capital.
- Web Portal
Investor registry.
o KYC verifications.
o Affidavit.
o Selection of investment capital.
o Participation contract.
- Constitution of global investment capital
STAGE 2: Registration, implementation and operational start-up
- Generation of contracts for workers.
- Company registration:
o Register of main offices
o Registration of branches.
o Generation of articles of incorporation
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o Generation of a participation company.
- Dissemination of information through the web portal.
- Contact with suppliers of operational material.
o Purchase processes:
o Utilities.
o Office supplies.
o Materials and equipment.
- Contact with service providers.
- Customer survey & Technical report.
o Estimated time and costs by location.
- Partial estimate of gains.
- Participation in bidding processes by location.
Staff pick.
- Recruitment of staff.
Beginning of operations.
STAGE 3: Capitalization and distribution of income
Monthly billing
o Payment of services, leases.
o Payment of suppliers
o Payroll payment.
o Estimate of final earnings
o Distribution and payment of dividends generated by invoicing
o Sending notification of account status.
o Satisfaction survey.
o Communication of business progress / inquiries to investors.
GLOBAL ECONOMIC RISK ANALYSIS
The following are the various economic scenarios on which Hotei Energy B.V. has
spectrum of operation, considering:
- Standard variation of 40% on the global scenario of economic risks in investment.
- Projection and estimate of operating costs and expenses per month.
- Projection and estimates of net income based on monthly production.
Considering a negative variation of 40% on the initial investment calculation base,
there is a TDP of 5.69 global months with and an IRR of 17.59%, a value above
15%, which is why it is considered a profitable project.
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DEVIATION BY IMPACT VARIABLES

9.249,68

MONTH
PRODUCTION
(MUSD)
11.232,00

MONTH
PRICES
(MUSD)
13.187,00

8.961,22

11.793,60

14.152,32

9.125,97

8.690,63

12.355,20

-10

8.853,19

8.330,78

0

8.578,51
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VARIATION

INVESTMENT
(MUSD)

EXPENSES
(MUSD)

ROI
(MONTH)

DPT
%

-40

9.552,00

-30

9.324,00

5,69

17,59

3,78

26,49

-20

14.826,24

2,83

35,39

12.916,80

15.500,16

2,18

45,90

7.951,62

13.478,40

16.174,08

1,75

57,12

8.460,00

7.707,73

14.152,32

16.982,78

1,49

67,29

20

8.338,84

7.436,12

14.859,94

17.831,92

1,28

78,20

30

8.217,17

7.264,94

15.602,93

18.723,52

1,11

89,88

40

8.195,50

7.217,05

16.383,08

19.659,70

1,00

99,90

50

8.073,83

7.084,27

17.202,23

20.642,68

0,88

113,06

60

7.990,15

6.999,64

18.062,35

21.674,81

0,79

126,06

70

7.812,15

6.817,15

18.965,46

22.758,55

0,70

142,77

80

7.799,32

6.800,41

19.913,74

23.896,48

0,64

155,33

PROVIDERS
https://pixelplex.io/
https://www.totaldrillingsupply.com/
https://www.gnsolidscontrol.com/
http://www.meehuat.com.my/
www.oilfieldsupply.com
https://www.aps-tech.com/
http://www.workover-rigs.com/contact-us.php
ROI: RETURN OF INVESTMENT MONTH
DPT: % DINAMIC PAYMENT TIME.
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https://canamservices.com/products/
https://www.oilbaron.com.au/contact-us.html
https://scmdaleel.com/category/workover-rig-services
https://www.akersolutions.com/
https://rigquip.com/
https://www.refteck.com/
http://www.tcitriconebit.com/
https://www.tradees.com/
http://www.odercopetroleum.com/
https://www.thomasnet.com/
https://www.made-in-china.com/
https://www.stellartech.com/
http://www.hohneroilgas.com/
Qingdao Haokun Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd
Glorytek Industry (Beijing) Co., Ltd.
Jining Bafang Mining Machinery Group Co., Ltd.
Perisai Petroleum Teknologi Bhd
FOUNDTEST DRILLING SDN BHD
Tikam Batu Drilling
CONCLUSIONS

Hotei Energy B.V. is the first energy services company formed from digital capital,
which generates profits and real returns to its creditors; brings together the
experience of experts in the oil and blockchain area and integrates this technology
with standards used in the oil industry, in order to not only operate in an approved
manner, adapted to the needs of our clients, but also to maximize performance and
operability of the services offered on a global scale, having vision and administration
of them in real time on a global scale, thus becoming an attractive and innovative
tool for investment, employment and operational and technological vanguard,
unique in the world.
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